Purpose -The purpose of this paper is to search the optimal arrangement scheme of random motion accuracy of joints for optimal synthesis of pose repeatability which can make robot design more reasonable and reduce the development cost of robots. Design/methodology/approach -In this paper, a mathematical model of pose repeatability, which includes positioning repeatability and orientation repeatability of robots, is established. According to the ISO 9283 standard, an optimal synthesis method of pose repeatability for collaborative robots is introduced, and three optimization objective functions are proposed. The optimization model is solved by using numerical analysis software, and the optimal arrangement scheme of random motion accuracy of joints is obtained which meets the requirements of pose repeatability of robot. Findings -It is found that, in three optimization objective functions, the single-objective evaluation function of maximization of joint motion error is more suitable for optimal synthesis of pose repeatability. In practice, due to the safety factor, the test results of pose repeatability are better than the results of optimal synthesis of pose repeatability. Practical implications -This method makes robot design more reasonable and reduces the development cost of robots. Originality/value -This work is the first time to optimize the orientation repeatability of collaborative robots. Because the pose repeatability of most robots is tested by the ISO 9283 standard, so this method which is based on this standard is more suitable for the performance requirements of robot products.
Introduction
Collaborative robots are designed for direct interaction with a human within a defined collaborative workspace, which have features of human-robot collaboration, high safety, ease of use, high precision-dexterity and versatility (ISO 10218-2, 2011) . At present, collaborative robots are mainly used in 3 C (computer, communication, consumer electronic), medical, toy and automation industries, and main applications of the robot are precision assembly, detection, handling, etc. (Albu-Schäffer et al., 2007; Schou et al., 2018) High pose repeatability (RP) is demanded in these applications (Yang et al., 2018) . The control system of collaborative robots generally adopts distributed control method, in which the servo control loop has been used in the joint space instead of the Cartesian-space, resulting the pose of robot end-effector is not in loop control system (Su et al., 2009) . In this control system, the accuracy of the robot end-effector is an open-loop accuracy chain. Any element in this accuracy chain has an impact on the accuracy of end-effector. Insufficient accuracy of any element in accuracy chain may result in that the accuracy of end-effector reducing or cannot meet the requirements. Excess accuracy of any element can bring difficulties to the design and cost of robots. So, under the requirement of RP of robots, searching the optimal accuracy arrangement scheme of elements in accuracy chain can make robot design more reasonable and reduce the development cost of robots.
The criteria, modeling and testing of RP of robots are detailed explained and specified in ISO 9283(1998), Bryan (2000) and Brethe et al. (2005) . The positioning repeatability of the robot is analyzed and modeled in Brethe et al. (2005) and Kluz and Trzepieci nski (2014) , and the positioning repeatability of the robot in the whole workspace is obtained. Three metrology instruments are used in Slamani et al. (2012) to perform the RP test of the robot according to the ISO 9283 standard, the limitations of these three metrology instruments for the assessment of robot positioning performance and the inadequacy of performance test are demonstrated. The effect of influencing factors such as joint clearance and servo precision on the positioning repeatability of the robot is analysed in Erkaya (2015) , Ismail et al. (2009) and Wu and Rao (2007) . Optimal synthesis of positioning repeatability of robots is implemented by using Taguchi methods in Gong and Kao (1997) . Brethe (2011) proves that the repeatability of SCARA robots can be improved by optimizing design. In the past, most of researches on the RP of robots focus on the analysis and test of it. There are few studies on the optimal synthesis of positioning repeatability, and no research has been conducted on the optimal synthesis of orientation repeatability. With the improving requirements of RP of robots, the optimization method should be applied to robot design for higher pose repeatability. The optimal synthesis of RP is to optimize and synthesize the random motion accuracy of joints by establishing an optimization model with a suitable optimization algorithm. The aim of this method is to find the optimal arrangement scheme of design parameters and reduce the development cost of accuracy design.
In this paper, based on the analysis of RP of robots, a mathematical model of RP is established which is includes positioning repeatability and orientation repeatability of robots. According to the ISO 9283 standard, three optimization objective functions are proposed: single-objective evaluation function of maximization of joint motion error; single-objective evaluation function of minimization of test error fluctuation; and multiple-objective evaluation function of combining joint motion error with test error fluctuation. The optimal synthesis of RP is implemented with constraint conditions by using numerical analysis software, and the optimal arrangement scheme of random motion accuracy of joints is obtained which meets the requirement of RP of robots. Finally, a selfdeveloped collaborative robot SHIR5, which has seven degrees of freedom, is taken as an example. Three optimization objective functions are used to optimal synthesis of RP of it. The rationality of the optimization objective functions is analyzed, and the optimal arrangement scheme of random motion accuracy of joints is obtained. The theory is verified by carrying the RP test of it.
Pose repeatability analysis
2.1 Pose repeatability mathematical model Pose repeatability expresses the closeness of agreement between the attained poses after n repeat visits to the same command pose in the same direction (ISO 9283, 1998) . RP can be divided into positioning repeatability and orientation repeatability. Gear backlash, sensor resolution and servo precision are the important influencing factors of RP (Bryan, 2000) , and these factors can be equivalently superimposed as joint motion errors. According to differential kinematics of robots, the relationship between the pose error of the robot end-effector and the motion error of robot joints can be written as:
where DX = [Dx, Dy, Dz, Da, Db , Dg ] T and DH = [Du 1 ,Du 2 ,Á Á Á,Du n ] T represent the pose error of the robot endeffector and the motion error of robot joints, respectively. J represents the robot Jacobian matrix. According to the central limit theorem, when the motion errors of robot joints are mutually independent, the relationship between the standard deviation (SD) of pose errors and the SD of joint motion errors is as follows:
where s x , s y , s z and s a , s b , s g represent the SD of positioning error and the SD of orientation error of robots respectively. s i is the SD of the i joint motion error. As the joint motion error is determined by the servo control system, sensor resolution, assembly conditions, gear backlash etc., the joint motion error is standard normally distributed. According to equation (2), the pose error of the robot endeffector is also standard normally distributed when the robot in a certain pose. The RP mainly depends on the following two factors: robot pose and joint motion error, and the positioning and orientation repeatability of the robot end-effector are expressed as Rp and Rp a , Rp b , Rp g .
Du 0 i is used to represent half tolerance zone of the i joint motion error, and is also known as random motion error:
Standard of the pose repeatability test
In addition to the measurement methods, the poses and numbers of measuring point, the testing path and the path velocity have a great influence on the evaluation of RP. To effectively evaluate the pose characteristics of the robot in a short time, ISO 9283 (1998) standard detailed specifies the testing method of RP for robots. Measurement points are located at five suitable locations on a plane within a cube in the robot workspace. Meanwhile, the cube shall be located in that portion of the working space with the greatest anticipated use, and the cube shall have the maximum volume allowable with the edges parallel to the base coordinate system, as shown in Figure 1 . Five measurement points are located on the diagonals of measuring plane and correspond to (P1 to P5) in the selected plane transformed by the axial and radial measurement point offset. The points P1 to P5 are the positions for the wrist reference point of the robot.
Starting from P1, the robot successively moves its mechanical interface to the poses P5, P4, P3, P2. Each of the poses should be visited using a unidirectional approach, measure after stopping and cycled 30 times.
Optimization synthesis of pose repeatability

Accuracy optimization evaluation functions
According to the test standard, the RP of the five measurement points, namely, P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5, can be obtained, and the RP of the robot is evaluated by the test results of measurement points. On the premise of satisfying the requirement of RP, reducing the random motion accuracy of each joint can bring benefits to the design of control system and the selection of sensors and gears. In addition, with the improvement of robot trajectory repeatability and motion stability requirements, the error fluctuation of the robot on the working trajectory is expected to decrease.
Based on the ISO 9283 standard and the above two reasons, three kinds of accuracy optimization evaluation functions are proposed: single-objective evaluation function of maximization of joint motion error; single-objective evaluation function of minimization of test error fluctuation; and multiple-objective evaluation function of combining joint motion error with test error fluctuation.
Single-objective evaluation function of maximization of joint motion error
In this evaluation function, the reciprocal of random motion error Du 0 i of the i joint indicates the level of joint motion accuracy. Motion error of joints is maximized under the premise of satisfying the RP requirement of five measurement points, the general expression is as follows:
Single-objective evaluation function of minimization of test error fluctuation
If the difference of results for five measurement points is large, it will affect the evaluation of RP of robots. So, under the premise of satisfying the RP requirement of five measurement points, the fluctuation of results of five measurement points should be less in this evaluation function. The evaluation function is as follows:
where Rp N and Rp N a ; Rp N b ; Rp N g indicate the requirement of positioning repeatability and orientation repeatability. Rp i and Rp ai , Rp b i , Rp g i express the positioning repeatability and orientation repeatability of measurement point Pi.
3.1.3 Multiple-objective evaluation function of combining joint motion error with test error fluctuation Joint motion error maximization and test error fluctuation minimization reflect different requirements of accuracy design, and the optimization results based on the above two evaluation functions may be different. To consider the two design objectives, a multi-objective evaluation function is proposed to balance the joint motion accuracy and the test error fluctuation. The evaluation function can be expressed as follows:
where F 1 andF 1 indicate objective function of maximization of joint motion error and optimal value of it respectively. F 2 and F 2 represent objective function of minimization of test error fluctuation and optimal value of it respectively. l 1 and l 2 are weighting coefficients and can be selected according to design requirements.
Constraint conditions
The constraint conditions consist of two parts: the random motion accuracy constraints and the pose repeatability constraints. The joint random motion accuracy constraint means that the joint random motion accuracy should be lower than the highest reach accuracy of joints, and can be expressed as follows:
where Du c represents the highest reach accuracy of joints. The RP constraints are that the RP of the five measurement points are less than specified values, which can be expressed as:
Selection of initial values of optimization variables
The equal-contribution distribution method is introduced to obtain the initial random motion error of each joint, that is, the initial value of the optimization variables. The initial values, which are assigned by the equal-contribution distribution method, have the same influence on the RP of robots. To make the optimization variables have the same effect on the pose repeatability, then:
Remove the factor C i = 0, then it can be obtained:
where n r is the number of C i is not zero.
The factor C i = 0 means that the design variable Du 0 i has no effect on the RP, and this optimization variable should be excluded. The optimal synthesis of RP includes positioning repeatability and orientation repeatability, so four initial assignments by the equal-contribution distribution method are required to meet the requirement of RP. In this paper, the minimum value of each optimization variable in the four initial assignments is as the initial value, and the initial RP of the robot is determined by the initial values in a given pose.
Example analysis and experimental verification
Optimal synthesis of RP is a nonlinear optimization problem with a lot of constraints. The objective optimization procedure is shown in Figure 2 . First, the kinematics model of the robot is established to obtain the Jacobian matrix for the objective optimization. The kinematics performance of the robot is analysed, then the reference pose P1 and other test poses are selected according to the ISO 9283 standard. The initial values of optimization variables are obtained by using the equalcontribution distribution method in the pose P1. Second, the mathematical model of optimal synthesis of RP is established, which includes the optimization objective function, constraints and initial values of optimization variables. Finally, the optimization algorithm is used to solve the mathematical model, and the reasonable random motion accuracy of each joint is obtained.
A self-developed collaborative robot SHIR5 is taken as an example (Hou et al., 2017) . To obtain high dexterity and good obstacle avoidance ability, SHIR5 robot has seven degrees of freedom and an anthropomorphic configuration, as shown in Figure 3 . The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters of SHIR5 are shown in Table I . The optimization synthesis of RP is carried out in the design stage of the robot.
The target positioning repeatability and orientation repeatability of the robot are set as Rp N = 0.1 mm and
The highest reach accuracy of joints are set as Du 0 c ¼ 3 Â 10 À5 rad. Based on ISO 9283 standard, measurement points P1-P5 are selected to test, and the joint angles corresponding to each point are as follows: 
P1 ¼ 17:3 41:1 À15:1 85:7 10:0 À35:2 1:7 Â Ã P2 ¼ À8:8 12:1 0:3 104:4 À21:3 À27:9 18:1 Â Ã P3 ¼ 22 17:8 5:0 97 49:4 À36:3 À8:9 Â Ã P4 ¼ 24:6 77:7 À24:9 38:9 46:1 À24:3 À18:0 Â Ã P5 ¼ À8:9 71:2 7:9 49:3 À12:7 À30:1 3:5 Â Ã
The initial values of optimization variables are obtained by the equal-contribution distribution method, and the initial pose repeatability of five measurement points are shown in Table II and Figure 5 . Single-objective evaluation function of maximization of joint motion error f 1 , single-objective evaluation function of minimization of test error fluctuation f 2 and multiple-objective evaluation function of combining joint motion error with test error fluctuation f 3 are used to optimal synthesis of pose repeatability for SHIR5 robot, and constraint conditions can be constructed according to previous sections. In this paper, the constrained minimization function in MATLAB optimization toolbox is used to solve the optimization model. The optimization results of design variables are shown in Table II and Figure 4 , and the corresponding results of robot RP are shown in Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 5 , the initial values of optimization variables can satisfy and exceed the RP requirement. The reason is that the minimum value of each optimization variable in the four initial assignments is as the initial value, which inevitably causes the initial pose repeatability to be better than specified value.
Optimization results of design variables are larger than the initial values by objective evaluation function f 1 , and the RP of five measurement points is better than the specified value. The positioning repeatability and the X-direction orientation repeatability of robot are close to the specified value, and the fluctuation of them is small. The Y and Z direction orientation repeatability of robot are much smaller than that given values. The fluctuation of optimization results of design variables is small, which indicates that the objective optimization function is reasonable and easy to implement.
Based on objective evaluation functions f 2 and f3(l 1 = l 2 = 1), the optimization results of the first four design variables are close to the highest reach accuracy of joints, while the optimization results of the latter three joints fluctuate greatly. The RP of five measure points is close to that of the specified value, and the fluctuation is small.
According to the optimization results, and due to integrated and modularized joints are required in collaborative robot, the requirements for random motion accuracy of joints are as follows:
The random motion accuracy of each joint shall not be higher than the above requirements. The sensors, the gears are selected and the control and mechanical system are designed, then the physical prototype of the collaborative robot SHIR5 and its joints are established. To satisfy the requirements of the random motion accuracy of each joint, the joints and the robot are debugged by using dial indicator as shown in Figure 6 . Finally, the random motion error of joints of the robot are as follows:
The test of RP of SHIR5 robot is carried out, according to the ISO 9283 standard, the AT960-MR laser tracker and TMC 30-B T-mac are used to measure the pose data of the robot as shown in Figure 7 . The testing temperature is maintained at 20°C 6 2°C, and relative humidity is 45-75 per cent. The load to the mechanical interface and the test velocity of the SHIR5 robot are 4Kg and 0.8 m/s respectively. The testing results are shown in Table III .
The test results of RP are better than the results of optimal synthesis of RP. The reasons are as follows: first, the requirements of random motion accuracy of joints in this paper are better than the optimization results, so, the RP of robot is better than that of the optimization result theoretically. Second, the design random motion accuracy of each joint is smaller than the required value, which leads to the measurement result which is better than the optimization result. Finally, the pose of the robot and the random motion error of joints are mainly considered influencing factors in this paper, but actually factors such as temperature and mechanical wear also affect the RP of robots. Therefore, in practice, the optimized result is multiplied by the safety factor to ensure the RP of the robot can meet the requirement.
Conclusions
Based on the analysis of pose repeatability of robots, a mathematical model of pose repeatability is established. The model includes positioning repeatability and orientation repeatability of robots.
According to the ISO 9283 standard, the optimal synthesis of pose repeatability for robots is introduced, and three optimization objective functions are proposed: single-objective evaluation function of maximization of joint motion error, single-objective evaluation function of minimization of test error fluctuation, multiple-objective evaluation function of combining joint motion error with test error fluctuation.
A self-developed collaborative robot SHIR5 is taken as an example. The optimization model is solved by using numerical analysis software, and the optimal arrangement scheme of random motion accuracy of joints is obtained which meets the requirements of pose repeatability. The theory is verified by carrying the pose repeatability test of it.
In the future, the influencing factors such as temperature, mechanical wear, etc. on the pose repeatability are focused and researched, and a corresponding mathematical model is established for optimal synthesis.
